It is now recognized that in the heart,as well as throughout the nervous system,there are anatomical situations which present some difficulty to conduction of excitation.Normally,however,the excitatory process is adequate to bridge these junctional situations and to activate tissues possessing a somewhat subnormal excitability2).This safety factor for condition of excitation in nerve and muscle is considered to be the ratio between the current acting as the intrinsic or propagating stimulus and the current required to stimulate the membrane.The safety factor expresses the excess of current available above the minimal requirement;this is usually given in the form of a ratio. There has been a good deal of attention paid to the safety factor in transmission of the nerve impulse.It was shown by HODGKIN in 1937 , KATZ and SCHMITT in 19404) , BISHOP in 19515) and by others at later dates2)that the ratio varies between 3 and 10.This means that the propagated excitatory process is at least three and may be ten times as strong as it need be to excite adjacent areas of the nerve membrane.TASAKI2)has shown that the nerve impulse is A few attempts also have been made to determine the safety factor for conduction in the heart.JUNKMANN in 19256)and WITZ in 19387)obtained evidence which suggested a value of approximately 4.ROTHSCHUH in 19528) evaluated the safety factor in cardiac muscle also by determining the magnitude of threshold change just sufficient to block propagation.Most recently HOFFMAN,KAO and SUCKLING9)and HOFFMAN,PAES DE CARVALHO,W.DE MELLO and CRANEFIELD10) using a papillary muscle-Purkinje fiber preparation estimated the safety factor for propagation from papillary muscle to Puricinje fiber to be rather high,approximately 5 to 9.In this situation,however ,there are other advantages which might affect transmission in this retrograde direction1) . In calculating the safety factor it is necessary to relate the strength of the excitatory process to the excitation requirement.We made the common assumption that the amplitude of the action potential gave indication of the strength of the propagating excitatory process.The excitability of the tissue was judged from the threshold to stimulation by applied current.At the instant before conduction failed it was assumed that the ratio would be 1 with no factor of safety,the excitatory current exactly equalling the stimulation requirement.It is obvious that the degree of change reducing the safety factor to one gives indication of the safety factor maintained in the normal tissue.Therefore the reduction in size of the action potential from a normal amplitude(An)to the size shown when a depressant(urethane,cocaine)just blocked conduction(Ab)was compared with the change in threshold to direct stimulalation,from normal(Tn)to that at the time conduction failed(Tb),i.e. were applied from stimulator A to either the anodal or cathodal side through the same 1 and 2 leads.These leads were also used to pick up the surfacerecorded action potentials through the CR amplifier.
Other details of this method have been given elsewhere5).Some additional information concerning procedure will be presented as the results of theseexperiments are described. (FIG.1) .The cathodal current stimulates at site b where it is most concentrated.Lead 1 is the anode and 2 the cathode.The action potential shown in the lower beam is surface recorded from 1 and 2 which act as pick-up as well as stimulator leads.This action potential is the downward deflection within the artefact of the applied pulse.The smaller size of this action potential in a B as compared with that in a A is probably due to the fact that the stimulus is applied near the middle of the tissue and propagates in both directions in the B situation.
In of approximately 2.5.Cocaine works so rapidly that results were difficult to obtain.Only two experiments were successful with cocaine but a total of eight adequate experiments were performed with urethane .The value of the safety factor obtained varied between 2.0 and 3 .5.
Electrotonus.A second method of determining the safety factor gave somewhat higher values.In this case anelectrotonus and catelectrotonus were employed to change thresholds and the height of action potentials.Transmission along fibers,through which current continuously flowed ,was from normal tissue through the cathodally affected area,then through an anodally polarized region into normal tissue again.At the region of anodal current flow the threshold was increased while in the cathodal area the amplitude of the action potential was reduced.Block consequently occurred during passage of the impulse from cathodal to anodal areas when applied current was strong enough to reduce the action potential below the amplitude required for propagation into the high tamed when current was 1.8 and d when it was 2.8 times rheobasic strength. Column A shows action potentials generated by S1 stimulus (FIG.1) 
DISCUSSION
Unquestionably there is a safety factor which assures propagation of excitation even under circumstances which cause some reduction of excitabilit12).
Normally depolarization of an area of membrane adjacent to an area of polarized tissue sets up a current flow which is stronger than required to initiate a regenerative depolarization in the normal membrane.The action potential, however,gives only an approximate evaluation of the intensity of this stimulus particularly when recording is from multi units.Similarly,the stimulus threshold, does not give a very accurate picture of the membrane's "resistance" to excitation.At best,calculations of the safety factor are only approximations. The statement usually made is that the safety factors found in various samples of a tissue differ markedly(from 3 to 9).The present work confirms this finding that the safety factor varies considerably and it has been concluded that this is not a matter of technical inaccuracy but actually represents the states maintaining.It is conceivably possible that the factor or safety actually varies in functioning tissues under different circumstances.
In the heart as in the nervous system there are tissue junctions,there are these create an obstacle to the propagation of excitation.The factor of safety must be very low in such situations and this is obvious from the frequent occurrence of block.The safety factor of the sinoatrial node is thought to be quite low since decremental conduction is observed there1). 
